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Abstract. Telecommand is a command sent to control a remote system or systems not directly
connected to the place from which the telecommand is sent. In the telecommand process, there
is a data processing process so that the command data that will be sent can be read / translated
and processed accurately by the satellite. The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
(CCSDS) provides recommendations for the telecommand process. CCSDS uses layering model
to describe telecommand process, one of them is coding layer. This paper will talk about the
simulation of coding layer of telecommand process based on CCSDS recommendation. The
simulation involves randomization process, BCH encoding, and BCH decoding using MATLAB
software. The result of this simulation shows encoding and decoding process successfully
managed and produced data format which complies with CCSDS recommendation.

1. Introduction
In the satellite bus subsystem, there is a subsystem called Telemetry, Tracking, Command, and
Monitoring (TTC&M) [1] as a connectivity service between satellites and ground stations. The TTC&M
function is to ensure the satellite is working properly. Figure 1 illustrate the typical TTC&M system.
Telecommand is a part of TTC&M, which is the process of sending certain commands from ground
station to satellite via radio waves. In the telecommand process, there is a data processing process so
that the command data that will be sent can be read/ translated and processed accurately by the satellite.
One of the features that need to be considered in building a satellite system is the communication system.
In designing a satellite communication system, a standardization is needed so the system can work
properly. In the early 1980s the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) was formed
to standardize spacecraft uplink and downlink protocols. The resulting product from this multi-national
committee was a detailed open-systems concept for packetized telemetry that standardized every aspect
of spacecraft communication. [2] If the satellite design follows CCSDS recommendation, it would be
possible to operate the satelite from any standardized CCSDS ground station, since the standard is the
same.
This paper discusses about the simulation of coding layer of telecommand process based on CCSDS
recommendation. The simulation involves randomization process, BCH encoding, and BCH decoding
using MATLAB software. This paper concern about the BCH codes which capable of correcting a
number of error in a codeword length using encoding and decoding algorithm as recommended by
CCSDS standard which will be explained in detail in section 2. The paper is written as a process of
formatter telecommand design in TTC&M satellite subsystem.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Figure 1. Typical tracking, telemetry, command and monitoring system [1].
2. Telecommand
In satellite communication system, telecommand is a process of sending certain commands from ground
station to satellite via radio waves. A good data formatter is needed in order to guarantee the transmitted
data can be translated and processed accurately. The CCSDS recommendation provides a data
communication model with the layering model.
This` paper only focused on the coding layer in telecommand system, which provide reliability of
transmitted information bits through a noisy channel using a channel coding technique [3]. The complete
process inside the coding layer is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. Sequence of Function [3].
2.1. Randomization
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Randomizer works with randomization of Telecommand (TC) transfer frame output before it divided to
several TC codeblock. Incoming communication signal with minimum bit transition density is required
at the receiving side in order that bit or symbol synchronization will be maintained. In order to increase
bit transition frequency, A random sequence is generated and XORed with transfer frame(s). The same
method is used at the receiving side to restore the original data [4].
Random sequence is generated using this polynomial:
ℎ(𝑥) = 𝑥 8 + 𝑥 6 + 𝑥 4 + 𝑥 3 + 𝑥 2 + 𝑥 + 1
The random sequence will be repeated after 255 bit and continue as long as the length of transfer
frame. This is the first 40 bit of random sequence:
1111 1111 0011 1001 1001 1110 0101 1010 0110 1000 ......
Increasing time ----------->
Figure 3 shows Bit Transition Diagram (BTG) to generate the random sequence :

Figure 3. bit transition generator logic diagram [4].
2.2. BCH Code
In order to achieve reliable communication through noisy medium with intolerable Bit Error Rate (BER)
and low Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), an Error Correcting Code (ECC) is needed [12]. Bose, Chaudhuri,
Hocquenghem (BCH) codes are one of many binary multiple-error detecting and correcting codes. Error
correction based on mathematical formula, with bit parity addition to information bit along the data
transmission process. Parity bit is the reminder of the information bits to the generator polynomial [13].
Information & parity bit is called codeword. Once the codeword is received on the destination, it will
be decoded to fetch the original message. Error correcting codes is used in most of digital application,
satellite communication, and cellular phone network [5]. The BCH codes is capable to correct multiple
errors over the span of codeword length by a decoding algorithm that is simple and can be realized by
reasonable amount of equipment [9].
For any integer m ≥ 3 and t ≤ 2m-1 there exist a primitive BCH code with following parameters : [6]
Block length
: n = 2m-1
Parity Check Bits : n - k ≤ mt
Minimum distance : d ≥ 2t+1
BCH (n , k) code can correct ‘t’ or few random errors over a span of 2 m-1 bit positions and operate in
binary Galois Field (2m) with m is the length of message bits. The implementation of BCH code
following above parameter have been presented in many publications. [10] presented the
implementation of (63, 51, t = 2) BCH encoder and decoder where 51 message bits are encoded into a
63 bit codeword. If there is any 2 bit error in any position of 63 bit codeword, it can be detected and
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corrected. [11] presented the implementation of (15, 7) BCH Encoder and Decoder for text message. If
any 2 bit error in any position of 15 bit codeword, it can be detected and corrected.
On telecommand process, the one responsible to establish the reliable and error-controlled data
channel during data bits transmission are synchronization and channel coding sublayer. In order to
reduce noise effect to data user occurred in the physical layer, the data are encoded. CCSDS on [4]
provide a recommendation to use modified BCH code to provide this protection. User data bit inside
frame encoded using a BCH block code to build a set of BCH codeblock. The code uses BCH (63, 56)
with n = 63 codeword length, k = 56 information bit, n - k = 7 parity bit, and 1 bit filler to form a 64 bit
BCH codeblock. 7 parity bit gives capability to detect and correct error which may introduced to
received data in satellite. The BCH codeblock format can be seen in figure 4 below :

Figure 4. The codeblock format of BCH [7].
2.2.1. Encoding
In the encoding process, inputted message divided to several codeblock following the format mentioned
above, with 56 bit data for each codeblock. 7 parity bit generated from 56 bit data and placed at the end
of information but. Code used for this encoding process is modified BCH (63,56) using polynomial: [4]
𝑔(𝑥) = 𝑥 7 + 𝑥 6 + 𝑥 2 + 1
Figure 5 shows code generator for encoding process, with some notes:
1. Initial condition, shift register filled with 0
2. 1st switch position connected when bit 1 until 56 transmitted.
3. 2nd switch position for 7 parity bit, and
4. 3rd switch position for filler bit 0

Figure 5. Modified BCH (63,56) Code Generator [5].
2.2.2. Decoding
There are 2 modes to decode BCH codeblocks, that are error-detecting mode and an error-correcting
mode. When the error-detecting mode is used, 1, 2 or 3 bits in error will be detected (also called Triple
Error Detection/TED) within the codeblock; While error-correcting mode works by correcting one bit
error and detecting two bits error (also called Single Error Correction/ SEC) [3].
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In his paper, [8] uses syndrome generation circuit to calculate syndrome and uses a lookup table to
determine error location based on the combination of calculated syndrome. This paper uses different
approach on decoding process, by following SEC mode shift register decoder from [7]. In SEC mode,
the process of BCH decoding can be successfully if there is no error or if there is just one error and it is
succesfully corrected. If the process of decoding detects errors that are uncorrectable, then the codeblock
is rejected. Beside that, in SEC mode, the filler bit of received BCH codeblock is ignored. Figure 6
bellow describe the process of SEC mode decoder:

Figure 6. Single Error Correction Mode Decoder [7].
Syndrome value (SB) and Even Odd Detector (EOD) output from this shift register become basis of
determining whether received codeblock is accepted or rejected. Table 1 show the acceptance decision
for SEC Mode decoder:
Table 1. Codeblock Decisions for Error Correction Mode Decoder.
EOD
output
(P)
0

Binary Syndrome
Value (SB)
0

0

1

1

0

Decision
The codeblock is accepted
The codeblock has no error
If AND gate output is ‘0’, it means that it doesn’t need correction.
Then, if the XOR gate CR output is also ‘0’ then the codeblock is
accepted
The codeblock is rejected
The codeblock has even number of errors
If AND gate output is ‘0’, it means that it doesn’t need correction.
Then, if the XOR gate CR output is ‘1’ then the codeblock is rejected
The codeblock is rejected
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Decision
The codeblock has odd number of errors and it is apparently in
correct codeblock
If AND gate output is ‘0’, it means that it doesn’t need correction.
Then, if the XOR gate CR output is ‘1’ then the codeblock is rejected
The codeblock need single error correction
The codeblock has odd number of errors and it is apparently in
incorrect codeblock
If AND gate output is ‘1’ at the position where the contents of PLR
are ‘000001’. The XOR gate CR output is ‘0’ then the codeblock is
accepted

3. Simulation
As mentioned above, simulation in this paper is about the process in the coding layer of telecommand
based on CCSDS recommendation. The idea of the simulation consists of input ASCII character which
converted into binary, randomization, adds parity bit through BCH encoder, introduce error bit to
encoded message, error detection using decoder SEC mode and removing the parity bit, derandomization to switch back the information to the original form, the last step is convert the information
back into ASCII character. The simulation can be declared successful if it can correct 1 error bit from
56 information bit, comply with standard mentioned in section 2.2.2 so that the receiver ends can receive
information message equal to the original state.

Figure 7. Simulation flowchart.
The algorithm mentioned in flowchart in figure 7 then implemented in MATLAB to create a
simulation of coding layer. Overall, the simulation is running using three scenarios: no error, 1-bit error,
and 2-bit error to 56-bit codeblock.
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Figure 8. MATLAB Simulation no error scenario.
Figure 8 shows simulation result of coding layer with no error introduced to the message in the
channel. The length of information is more than 56 bit, so it is divided to several codeblock with each
codeblock has 56 bit length information. The BCH encoder and decoder is applied to each of the
codeblock. The decoder calculation result are SB ‘0’, EOD ‘0’ resulting CR value ‘0’ for each
codeblock, so the message is accepted with no error detected.

Figure 9. MATLAB Simulation 1 bit error scenario.
Figure 9 shows simulation result of coding layer for the same message, but with 1 bit random error
introduced to each codeblock of message in the channel. The BCH encoder and decoder is applied to
each of the codeblock. The decoder calculation result are SB ‘1’ and EOD ‘1’ for each codeblock, and
the decoder corrected the error bit found in each codeblock. After the correction, the message is
accepted.
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Figure 10. MATLAB Simulation 2 bit error scenario.
Figure 10 shows simulation result of coding layer also for the same message, but with 2 bit random
error introduced to each codeblock of message in the channel. The BCH encoder and decoder is applied
to each of the codeblock. The decoder calculation result are: output AND gate is’0’so no correction is
made; gate SB ‘0’ and EOD ‘1’ resulting CR value ‘1’ for each codeblock, so the message is rejected.
4. Analysis
Based on the simulation result above, decoder made decision based on three conditions which is based
on the value of SB and EOD bit as shown in table 2. First scenario is no error, calculated EOD value is
’0’ which means the codeblock may have even number of errors (0,2,4,6...) and SB value ‘0’ means
each of syndrome register (Figure 9) contains bit ‘0’ that means the received codeblock is a valid
codeblock or not present even error. So, value EOD ‘0’ and SB ‘0’ means the codeblock has no error.
The second scenario introduced 1 bit error per codeblock. The calculated EOD value is ’0’ which
means the codeblock may have odd number of errors (1,3,5,7,...) SB value ‘0’ shows that at least there
is a ‘1’ in syndrome register. It means that the codeblock is not valid or contains error. So, when the ‘1’
of EOD combines with ‘1’ SB it will make the codeblock has odd errors and one error bit will be
corrected and the codeblock can be accepted.
The last scenario introduced 2 bit error per codeblock. In this scenario, calculated EOD value is ’0’
which means the codeblock may have even number of errors (0,2,4,6...). SB value is ‘1’ which means
that the codeblock is not valid or contains error. This condition (EOD ‘0’ and SB ‘1’) decoder makes
decision that the codeblock contains even number of error at least 2 errors. Because BCH (63,56) only
capablecorrecting one bit error so the codeblock will be rejected in this condition.

Scenario
No Error
One Error
Two Errors

Table 2. Decoder calculation result and decision making.
SB
EOD
Decision
'0'
'0'
Accept The Codeblock
'1'
'1'
Correct 1 Error and Accept The Codeblock
'1'
'0'
Reject The Codeblock

From the decoder calculation result and decision making in Table 2, we know that the result of the
simulation is appropriate with the CCSDS concept that has been mentioned in Table 1 before. After
verifying that the simulation is appropriate with CCSDS concept, the next step is doing simulation the
three scenario above with various number of codeblocks such as 1,3,5 and 7. This simulation will show
the performance of this BCH (63,56) in various number of codeblocks of each scenario. Every number
of codeblock of each scenario will have 10 times number of repetition. The result of this activity is
shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Simulation performance using different size of information frame.
Scenario
Number of Codeblocks
Number of Repetition
Success Percentage (%)
No Error
1
10x
100
3
10x
100
5
10x
100
7
10x
100
1 bit error
1
10x
100
3
10x
100
5
10x
100
7
10x
100
2 bit error
1
10x
100
3
10x
100
5
10x
100
7
10x
90

Table 3 shows the simulation performance using various number of codeblocks for each scenario.
The first scenario (No Error scenario) shows that the simulation can be operated on that various number
of codeblocks with the success percentage is 100%. It means until using 7 codeblocks there are no errors
in simulating no error scenario. For the second scenario (1 bit error), same as the first scenario before,
in this scenario the simulation can be operated on that various number of codeblocks with the success
percentage is 100%. It means, the simulation can detect and correct one error in all that various number
of codeblocks. The last scenario is 2 bit error. In this scenario, the simulation can reach 100% success
percentage when the number of codeblocks are 1 until 5 or the simulation always reject the codeblock.
But when in 7 codeblocks there is one time over 10 repetition that the simulation do not reject the
codeblock because the value bit of SB is not ‘1’ in other words it contains ‘0’ but the EOD is ‘0’. So,
the success percentage of this case is 90%.
5. Conclusion
The process in coding layer telecommand based on The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
Recommendation has been simulated in MATLAB. The process involves Randomization and BCH
encoding in transmitter side, error introduction in channel side, and BCH decoding for error correction
and de-randomization in receiver side. The results show that any 1 error bit from 56 information bit is
corrected and any randomized information bit could be converted back to fetch the original message in
the receiver side. The result of this simulation shows encoding and decoding process successfully
managed and produced data format which complies with CCSDS recommendation.
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